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Abstract This paper considers mission assurance for

critical cloud applications, a set of applications with

growing importance to governments and military orga-

nizations. Specifically we consider applications in which

assigned tasks or duties are performed in accordance

with an intended purpose or plan in order to accomplish

an assured mission. Mission-critical cloud computing

may possibly involve hybrid (public, private, heteroge-

neous) clouds and require the realization of “end-to-

end” and “cross-layered” security, dependability, and

timeliness. We propose the properties and building blocks

of a middleware for assured cloud computing that can

support critical missions. In this approach, we assume

that mission critical cloud computing must be designed

with assurance in mind. In particular, the middleware

in such systems must include sophisticated monitor-
ing, assessment of policies, and response to manage

the configuration and management of dynamic systems-

of-systems with both trusted and partially trusted re-

sources (data, sensors, networks, computers, etc.) and

services sourced from multiple organizations.

Keywords cloud computing · mission assurance ·
security · middleware · monitoring

1 Introduction

Rapid technological advancements, global networking,

commercial off-the-shelf technology, security, agility, scal-
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ability, reliability, and mobility create a window of op-

portunity for reducing the costs of computation. But

mission-critical cloud computing across hybrid (public,

private, heterogeneous) clouds requires the realization

of “end-to-end” and “cross-layered” security, depend-

ability, and timeliness. That is, computations and com-

puting systems should survive malicious attacks and ac-

cidental failures; they should be secure; and they should

execute in a timely manner. End-to-end implies that the

properties should hold throughout the lifetime of indi-

vidual events, e.g., a packet transit or a session between

two machines, and that they should be assured in a

manner that is independent of the environment through

which such events pass. Similarly, cross-layer encom-

passes multiple layers from the end-device through the

network and up to the applications or computations

at the data center. A survivable and distributed cloud-

computing-based infrastructure requires the configura-

tion and management of dynamic systems-of-systems

with both trusted and partially trusted resources (data,

sensors, networks, computers, etc.) and services sourced

from multiple organizations. To assure mission-critical

computations and workflows that rely on such dynam-

ically configured systems-of-systems, we must ensure

that a given configuration doesn’t violate any security

or reliability requirements. Furthermore, we should be

able to model the trustworthiness of a workflow or com-

putation’s completion for a given configuration in order

to specify the right configuration for high assurances.

This paper discusses the architecture and design for

middleware platforms to support assured cloud com-

puting. We describe our implementation of such a mid-

dleware centered on policy-based event monitoring and

dynamic reactions, and we highlight the other impor-

tant research areas whose development is fundamental

for creating assured cloud computing systems.
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2 Assured Cloud Computing

The paradigm of cloud computing is changing the way

in which organizations use storage and computational

resources to support their activities. Cloud computing

solutions have been introduced for data analysis [15,

16], for large-scale distributed storage, for running high-

traffic websites, and for high-performance computing

(HPC) [17]. The ability of scaling, the limited capital

investment, and economy of scale are continuing to in-

crease the types of applications that run on cloud com-

puting resources. A recent outage of a small part of

Amazon Web Services (AWS) showed how several small

and large organizations rely on a such infrastructure to

provide services to their customers [18].

Interactions between cloud users and cloud providers

are regulated by agreements. Cloud users specify the

amount of resources that they require, and cloud providers

agree to provide a minimum level of quality of services

when giving access to such resources. These agreements

are represented by Service Level Agreements(SLAs) and,

more recently, by regulatory compliance [27]. SLAs gen-

erally use metrics such as availability, response time,

and error-rate to define the level of service. Regulatory

compliance, on the other hand, is a process ensuring

that cloud providers implement a minimal level of secu-

rity by implementing specific security processes and se-

curity configurations on their infrastructure. Security-

focused cloud solutions are already being introduced in

the market [1].

However, the guarantees provided by SLAs and com-

pliance are defined in general for entire classes of ser-

vices. Many modern applications require strong guar-
antees on the ability of cloud systems to provide reliable

and secure services with requirements that are dynamic

and might change for each service call. For example, ser-

vices such as critical communication systems [14], real-

time image analysis for Unmanned Air Vehicles (UAVs)

and stock exchanges require cloud systems that have

strict real-time, availability, and security requirements

and need to be negotiated and guaranteed for the du-

ration of the service. The Air Force defines such strict

requirements as the base for “mission assurance”. DoD

Directive 3020.40 [7] defines Mission Assurance (MA)

as “a process to ensure that assigned tasks or duties can

be performed in accordance with the intended purpose

or plan. ”

A cloud computing solution able to provide mission

assurance enables a wide range of applications that cur-

rent cloud systems are not yet able to support. To pro-

vide the necessary guarantees, a mission-assured cloud

computing solution requires processes that ensure con-

tinued performance in face of real world security threats,

and compute real-time risk assessments. It should then

utilize this real-time insight within the fabrics of the

cloud to ensure continued availability of services at sat-

isfactory service level agreements.

Services in the cloud are provided through the com-

position of several independent applications. A middle-

ware solution would provide the proper support for the

dynamic re-organization and monitoring of these appli-

cations to ensure meeting the minimum requirements.

Given the request for a service, the sequence of interac-

tions that produce the response is organized in a work-

flow. Each request provides a specific SLA and a set

of security properties. The goal of a middleware for as-

sured cloud computing is to compose this information

and guarantee that the overall system is able to meet

the mission requirements even in the presence of faults

and of security problems.

We identify three properties that assured cloud com-

puting needs to provide: security, availability, and real-

time guarantees. Research has been performed in each

individual area, but a complete integration of these

techniques in an overall framework is still missing.

Security: The critical nature of mission-oriented

computing requires assurances on the protection of the

system from malicious users. Several thread models can

be considered when looking at security in the cloud.

Previous work analyses the security guarantees that can

be provided when the cloud provider itself is untrusted.

Techniques such as the proof of storage allow verify-

ing that cloud providers are storing data correctly [19],

and that the minimal level of redundancy in the stor-

age is guaranteed [20]. Other work introduces mecha-

nisms for preserving the confidentiality of data. For ex-

ample, data can be separated in private data and public

data. Public data can be processed in a public cloud,

while private data are processed in a private cloud [21].

Cryptography, with homomorphic encryption, provides

the theoretical ability of preserving confidentiality dur-

ing data processing by allowing computation over en-

crypted data [22]. Other techniques consider the case in

which the cloud provider is trusted, but other users are

potentially malicious. Techniques have been introduced

to increase the isolation between Virtual Machines run-

ning on the same host [24]. Other techniques are used

for increasing the security of VMs by monitoring the

operation of systems to detect compromises [23].

A middleware managing assured cloud applications

should be able to combine these techniques to provide

the required level of confidentiality and integrity to the

service. For example, the security requirements of a

request could mandate the confidentiality of the data

from cloud providers. In such a case, the middleware
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should use encryption over the data. In another exam-

ple, a cloud user might request the creation of a virtual

machine for providing a critical service. Such a virtual

machine should be subject to detailed analysis by the

cloud provider to ensure that it has not been compro-

mised. The middleware should be able to estimate the

performance tradeoffs between applying such additional

security protections and the real-time characteristics of

the system.

Availability: Faults are inevitable in large sys-

tems. Hence, guaranteeing availability in the presence

of faults is a critical property for assured cloud sys-

tems. Faults can be simple such as the failure of a hard

drive, or can arise from complex and unexpected in-

teractions between services. Replication is a solution

for providing the required level of availability, however

naive replication strategies might not be sufficient for

surviving complex faults. For example, Amazon’s post-

mortem descriptions of their availability problems pro-

vide us with interesting insights on the causes of large-

scale outages. In 2008 a single bit error in a gossip mes-

sage caused a large-scale availability problem in S3 [25].

More recently, a network configuration change triggered

a large and unnecessary data replication that caused

the EBS service to become unavailable. The problem

cascaded and affected Amazon’s Computation Cloud

(EC2) and their Relational Database Service (RDS)

[26]. Since preventing such issues is challenging, an as-

sured cloud computing middleware needs to provide

fault tolerance mechanisms for reducing the effects of

such problems, for example by isolating faults or pro-

viding checkpointing support.

Real-Time: A wide range of applications such as
communication, voice processing, or image analysis re-

quire time guarantees on the service response time. Pre-

vious work in the area of Web Services shows several

solutions to the problem of monitoring the performance

characteristics specified in a SLA [28], how to negoti-

ate the SLAs of multiple services [32], and how these

violations can be predicated automatically so that the

service provider can act accordingly [33]. An assured

computing middleware solution needs to integrate these

capabilities and extend them to function at large scale

and in a multi-tenancy environment (i.e., multiple cloud

users sharing the same cloud infrastructure). In the field

of data analysis, previous work introduced systems pro-

viding deadline driven scheduling for data processing in

map/reduce clusters. These scheduling systems intro-

duce guarantees on when a particular computation is

going to be completed [34]. More research is needed to

extend these guarantees to different types of distributed

applications and evaluate how real-time guarantees can

be provided even when faults and attacks are present.

Software is the fundamental piece that enables as-

sured cloud computing. The security, availability, and

real-time components are reflected in the software that

manages the cloud. Such a software substrate is going to

include software-defined networking as a management

mechanism for cloud networks [31]. There is a strong

need for a middleware solutions that supports such an

integrated management.

3 Monitoring in Assured Cloud Computing

A middleware for supporting assured cloud computing

needs to enable applications to run in a secure, depend-

able, and timely fashion. In order to obtain this goal,

the middleware needs to support applications for the

management of the configuration of dynamic system-

of-systems, the detection of security problems, and the

dynamic mapping of workflow tasks. Supporting these

applications requires having mechanisms for acquiring

information about the system.

Hence, monitoring is a fundamental task for both

cloud users and cloud providers of assured cloud com-

puting. Without monitoring, a system is blind and un-

able to react to ensure meeting all the security and

timeliness requirements. Monitoring ensures that the

cloud system is operating within an assured level of

service by providing information about the operations

and about the state of each component.

Policies are an important tool for describing secu-

rity and reliability requirements of the cloud infrastruc-

ture. Policies specify allowed configurations on the in-

frastructure and aim at guaranteeing a minimal level
of security, reliability, and service. For example, sim-

ple policies are used today for expressing the security

requirements of PCI-DSS [12] or FISMA [13]. These

policies are expressed as access control policies, or they

are expressed over the configuration of the infrastruc-

ture itself. While access control policies can be enforced

at the application level, a large set of security controls

need to be enforced at the infrastructure level: valid sys-

tem configurations, network access control rules, access

to systems, redundancy guarantees, or the presence of

vulnerable software are properties that need to be mon-

itored below the application level. These characteristics

of the system are accessible through network security

management tools such as SNMP, network scanners,

or can be accessed through dedicated monitoring tools

added to applications or operating systems. Informa-

tion provided by these tools can be integrated by a mid-

dleware software running at the application level (e.g.,

to acquire workflow task placements, website traffic), at

the OS level (e.g., running processes, network connec-
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tion), and at the VM level (e.g., load of VMs, IO, and

trusted information about VMs behavior).

While this information provides a low-level view of

what is happening in the system, more processing is

needed to make sense of such information in term of

compliance to policies. Events that represent changes

in the state of the system might need to be correlated

across the entire system in order to detect violations of

these policies. Such a middleware needs to be scalable

and secure from attacks. Moreover, as cloud systems are

not completely managed by a single organization, such

a monitor middleware needs to provide functionalities

for sharing monitoring information across organization

boundaries. While current network management solu-

tions [30] and event-based systems [29] provide a partial

solution to some of the aspects of these problems, veri-

fying that they are able to satisfy all the requirements

of this new type of middleware remains a challenge.

Real-Time and Scalability: The distribution of

monitoring load is at the base of obtaining a scalable

and real-time monitoring. Cloud operators are already

managing systems composed of tens of thousands of

machines. Detailed monitoring of the security state of

an infrastructure could require accessing information

such as running programs, network connections, Syslog

events, and application-level events like requested pages

in a web servers, logins in SSH servers, or database

queries. Millions of events can be generated each second

and need to be processed for detecting violations from

the assured characteristics of the system. The monitor-

ing system should be able to detect such violations in

near real-time in order to initiate a proper response.

Availability and Security: Since the information

collected by the monitoring system is at the base of

the assured operation of cloud systems, attacks that

compromise it directly affect the operations of the in-

frastructure. Attacks on the availability of the system

can reduce the ability to detect attacks or to perform

operations such as workflow placement. Attacks on the

confidentiality of the monitoring system allow an attack

to acquire critical information about the security state

that can enable additional attacks. Attacks on the in-

tegrity of the system can hide malicious behavior and

inject false information. If this information is then used

for reaction, it can create problems for the integrity

and availability of the provided services. Monitoring

systems should be designed with “need-to-know” and

“separation-of-duty” principles because such a design

can limit the effects that security compromises have on

the infrastructure they monitor.
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Fig. 2 Monitoring capabilities need to be deployed at multi-
ple levels in the cloud architecture: application, guest VMs,
and host VMs.

Information sharing: The composition of services

for the execution of the workflow requires the inte-

gration of information about the infrastructure man-

aged by cloud providers and the infrastructure man-

aged by cloud users. For example, the validation of poli-

cies imposed on the cloud-user systems might depend

on information provided by the cloud provider such as

co-location with other virtual machines, load of other

nodes in the same physical node, or security state of the

machines provided services. A monitoring middleware

needs to be able to share the necessary information for

validating policies without providing access to the en-

tire state of the system.

4 A “Middleware for Assured Clouds”

Our research in Assured Cloud Computing involves three

main tracks, as depicted in Figure 1. In this section,

we describe the general architecture of the Middleware
for Assured Clouds (MAC). The MAC middleware is

comprised of four major components, which will be de-

scribed in detail in the rest of this section.

4.1 DORA Subsystem

The core of the monitoring system is composed of a

set of software agents that receive events and corre-

late them to detect when policies are violated. These

agents operate and acquire information at different lev-

els in the cloud-computing architecture, as shown in

Figure 2. Additionally, special agents (such as the Ne-

tOdessa agent [3]) run on special devices such as Open-

Flow controllers.

We propose several techniques that exploit the policy-

based nature of compliance monitoring in the cloud

to address several of the challenges we presented in

distributing monitoring load and introducing redun-

dancy. The architecture of each middleware component
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Fig. 1 The general architecture of the Middleware for Assured Clouds (Section 4), and the related research tracks (Section 6).

is shown in Figure 3. The local software agent run-

ning on each VM monitors the state of the local system

by acquiring information through different mechanisms

such as SNMP, Syscalls, or VM introspection. Agents

perform a partial processing of policies using a local

inference engine, and use the network to exchange in-

formation with the other monitoring agents that are

part of the middleware.

Policies are expressed as rules over the configura-

tions and state of resources in the system, such as hosts,

network devices, or applications. The policies and the

state information are expressed using Datalog [10]. Poli-

cies are represented as Datalog rules, and the state is

represented using facts. Events mark changes in the

state of the system by providing information concern-

ing changes in the state of a resource. Agents monitor

only events relevant to the purpose of validating com-

pliance to the given policies. Examples of events are

establishing a new connection, running a new service,

or creating a new guest VM. As an example of policy, a

simple policy could specify that critical services should

not be run on an insecure machine. We express this

policy in Datalog as follows.

critical service(C), runs program(H, C),

insecure(H) → fail(C, H)

In this rule C and H are variables representing re-

sources, and runs program is a statement that is part

of the system’s state and changed by events. The two

statements critical service and insecure can either

be events generated by local agents or can be inferred

using policies from other events.

By taking advantage of the intuition that events

describe information about the state of resources in

the system (e.g., critical service) or their relations

(e.g., runs program), our middleware performs opti-

mizations aimed at reducing the monitoring load and

at increasing security.

First, each local agent identifies the portion of each

policy that relates to a single type of resource. If events

related to such a resource are generated only locally

on the device monitored by the agent, the validation of

compliance to this policy is partially processed within

the agent itself [4]. Second, a similar analysis of the re-

lations between policies and resources is used to define

a distributed protocol for validating compliance when

events are generated by multiple agents. Resources are

mapped to different nodes in the system, and policies

are interpreted as describing undesirable relations be-

tween resources having specific states. The detection of

violations is performed by having nodes exchange infor-

mation in a way consistent with the relation described

by the policies. This algorithm does not require aggre-

gating information in any static centralized or hierar-

chical structure [5]. This leads to high-scalability and

low overhead in monitoring.

Our architecture addresses the security challenges in

two ways. We use redundancy in monitoring to validate

critical parts of the policy (e.g., by acquiring informa-
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Fig. 3 High-level architecture of the monitoring agent, part
of the middleware running on guest VMs and host VMs.

tion from both guest VMs and host VMs), and we use

byzantine replication at multiple levels for ensuring that

a compromised component cannot compromise the in-

tegrity of the entire monitoring infrastructure [4]. The

local processing of the policy and the distributed policy

validation algorithm implement a “need-to-know” prin-

ciple. Events are sent to different nodes only if such

an action is required for validating policies. This re-

duces the information about the system stored in each

node. Consequently, it reduces the effects of compro-

mised nodes on the confidentiality of the monitoring

system [5].

4.2 External Event Aggregators

OpenFlow switches, routers, intrusion detection sys-

tems (IDS), or legacy applications generate events and

might not be able to run on top of our middleware in-

frastructure. However, acquiring such events is impor-

tant to validate policies that encompass their state. The

external event aggregators translate events from differ-

ent sources and wrap them into a common format and

send them to the DORA subsystem.

4.3 Risk Assessment Modules

The MAC middleware provides continuous risk assess-

ments on the state of the system.

The first module, the “trust calculation module”,

is modeled after [8], where the authors present an ap-

proach to a formal-semantics-based calculus of trust,

and is used in MAC for real-time estimation of trust-

worthiness as a risk assessment mechanism. Trust is

defined as “a conditional belief, represented as a proba-

bility distribution over three states: trust, distrust, and

untrust.” The module provides a systematic method of

assessing the trustworthiness of a workflow by consider-

ing trustworthiness of its components and propagating

them. It also provides mechanism to use quantified un-

certainty to choose whether to accept the risks that

trust implies.

The second module, the “distance from compliance

calculation”, estimates the effects of malfunctioning in

the monitoring system [11]. If a part of the monitoring

system is compromised or unavailable, changes in the

state might be not detected. This module uses the cur-

rent state of the system to compute a risk proportional

to the number of events that, if undetected, would lead

the system to operate in an undesirable state.

4.4 Reaction Agents

Once the middleware detects a violation of the require-

ments that might impact the ability of the system to

operate successfully, the system should react in a timely

manner to correct the situation. The monitoring system

can communicate with specific reaction agents and pro-

vide information such as the type of violation that has

been detected and the set of events, configurations, and

devices which are responsible for the presence of the vi-

olation. Using such information, the reaction modules

perform changes in the state of the system. In our im-

plementation, we use OpenFlow to adapt network ac-

cess control policies to the state of the infrastructure.

Our reaction agent [3] receives information about spe-

cific security violations and authorizes network flows

consequently.

5 Open issues and challenges

There are still open research issues which we have not

addressed in our current MAC design. These issues are

related to the design of the middleware architecture and

the definition of security policies for assured cloud en-

vironments.

The current MAC middleware needs to be extended

to address completely the problem caused by the system-

of-systems aspects of cloud environments. A real-world

cloud computing infrastructure is a complex, heteroge-

neous system-of-systems. Aside from performance is-

sues, the heterogeneity means that different compo-

nents of the system might be vulnerable to different

threats, and therefore the risk assessment and manage-

ment processes should consider these differences.

Risk assessments and security of the MAC middle-

ware itself are still open research issues. Research is

needed to integrate techniques that increase our confi-

dence that the information provided by the monitoring
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agent is correct. This issue is similar to the classic prob-

lem of “who checks the checker”. One possible approach

is the use of hardware-based root-of-trust techniques

based on commercial solutions such as Intel V-pro and

Intel Trusted Execution Technology (Intel TXT) that

utilizes Intel trusted platform module (TPM). Addi-

tionally, the system could use possible redundancies in

the monitoring information to “monitor itself” using

separation-of-duty principles to ensure that monitoring

components are behaving correctly.

Metrics for the security of the monitoring itself are

needed for comparing different monitoring systems. Such

measures should express quantitatively the effects that

attacks on the monitoring systems have on the mon-

itoring itself and on the system being monitored. For

example, these metrics should account for the presence

of critical components in the system being monitored

and the effects that a compromise of the monitoring

system would cause on such components.

Using these measures we would be able to express

properties such as that the difficulty of attacking a sys-

tem should scale with the size of the system and cost

of a successful attack (i.e., attacking the monitoring of

a large, complex system should be as hard as attack-

ing the one of a small system, given equal cost of a

successful attack.)

Other research issues are related to the identifica-

tion of an appropriate set of security policies for the

assured cloud environment. More studies are needed to

study the nature of the policies that should be enforced

by the MAC middleware. This problem is complicated

by the fact that, currently, it is challenging to iden-

tify the effectiveness of policies in increasing the overall

security of the system. Using numerical definition of as-

surance, it might be possible to verify their effects on

the actual assurance values. Another solution for the

identification of policies could be provided by data min-

ing techniques. These techniques could be used for gain-

ing knowledge from massive amounts of system logs.

Last, distributing policies throughout the different

parts of the middleware might present several chal-

lenges. Signing policies and distributing them might not

be sufficient for ensuring that policies are applied cor-

rectly, as the PKI architecture would become the cen-

tral point of failure of the entire monitoring process.

6 Other research projects involved in assured

clouds

Research in the design of a middleware for assured

cloud computing should analyze a wide range of is-

sues that go beyond the system level issues described in

this paper [2]. Research is investigating the use of for-

mal methods to design survivable dynamic distributed

architecture that are reconfigured and deployed flexi-

bly to adapt to changing situations, support environ-

ments with varying levels of trust, and monitor, de-

tect, and respond to threats by deploying appropri-

ate sub-architectures and protocols. In addition, for-

mal methods are utilized in designing real-time assured

algorithms and techniques to enable cloud-based het-

erogeneous systems take on mission-critical tasks.

Similarly formal methods are utilized for analysis

of assured clouds properties. This task is achieved by

formally analyzing properties of independent compo-

nents of the architecture, e.g., protocols and algorithms.

For example, cryptographic protocols need to be for-

mally analyzed for their security properties before plac-

ing trust in them and utilizing them as building blocks

of assured clouds. Formal analysis tools such as Maude-

NPA (used in the design and analysis of cryptographic

protocols of the assured cloud) and Real-Time Maude

(used to analyze network protocols and sensor network

systems) are utilized to achieve our goals.

Finally formal methods are used to evaluate quan-

titative properties on performance of clouds. This in-

cludes various Quality of Service (QoS) properties, par-

ticularly availability properties. Questions pertaining to

this class of properties are not amenable to a “true” or

“false” answer. Instead, they require quantitative an-

swers (for example, an interval of estimated real-time

values for the time that it will take to receive a response

in answer to a request). For such quantitative properties

two tools are used in tandem: probabilistic models spec-

ified with probabilistic rewrite rules [6], and the VesTa

statistical model checker and its Maude interface. VesTa

supports statistical model checking of properties in a

quantitative probabilistic temporal logic, whose evalu-

ation is obtained by Monte Carlo simulation, and hence

scalable in cloud systems.

7 Conclusions

This paper considers the properties and building blocks

of a middleware for critical cloud applications where

mission assurance is a necessity. Such applications in-

clude complex dynamic systems-of-systems, with both

trusted or partially trusted resources (data, sensors,

networks, computers, etc.) and services sourced from

multiple organizations. In particular, this middleware

should include sophisticated monitoring, assessment of

policy, and handling of the configuration and manage-

ment of such complex systems. This paper describes a

distributed monitoring middleware designed using the
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principles of need-to-know, separation of duty and re-

dundant verification, and scalability of real-time detec-

tion and response.
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